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Anecdotal repartee in the spirit of ‘been there, done that, know whence, whom, and of what is spoken’

Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary by Alexis Ainsworth:
The harvesting of notions that amuse - from people whose arrogance amuses. The dynamics of ‘thought-production’ determine the noumena of a word’s communication value. The arrogance of self-approbating intellectual ‘opinion’ is the measure of a mind incapable of thought-product of a high-energy intelligence level. (NOTE: ‘A Boudica Point of View: Take No Prisoners’, ‘Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary’ by Alexis Ainsworth is copyrighted material)

“TREASON AND SHROUD; IRAN ESCORTS OBAMA TO WORLD DICTATORSHIP THRU STRAITS OF 2012” PREFACE PT I

OBAMA’S ‘BIG SCHIZOPHRENIC LIE TECHNIQUE’ REVERSES HITLER’S ‘BIG LIE’ TO A ‘BIG TRUTH’ SO COLOSSAL THAT NO ONE BELIEVES HE ISN’T LYING!”

Obama / circa 2009-2010

“I don’t want to quell anger. I think people are right to be angry! I’m angry!”
“Don’t you think we’re not keeping score, brother?”
“Bring it on”
“Get ready for hand-to-hand combat with your fellow Americans”
“I want all Americans to get in each others’ faces!”
“You bring a knife to a fight pal, we’ll bring a gun”
“Republicans are our enemies”
“Hit back twice as hard.”
“We talk to these folks... so I know whose ass to kick. "ZRepublican victory would mean "hand to hand combat"
“It’s time to fight for it.”
“Punish your enemies*: Obama to Latino supporters
“I’m itching for a fight.”
“They can come for the ride, but they gotta sit in back” about Republicans

Obama / circa 2011-2012

“We can’t leave our values at the door,”
“I know that far too many neighbors in our country have been hurt and treated unfairly over the last few years. And I believe in God’s command to love thy neighbor as thyself,”

Obama / circa QUANTUM TIME
“I have the power to detain Americans... but I won’t”
OBAMA’S ‘SCHIZOPHRENIC LIE TECHNIQUE’ -
IS TO INTERMINGLE ‘HITLER’S BIG LIE’ TECHNIQUE WITH HIS OWN ‘BIG TRUTH TECHNIQUE’ AND TO APPLY THEM “BACKWARD AND FORWARD” – SIMULTANEOUSLY AND SEPARATELY - TO INTERMINGLE HIS TWO PRIMARY ‘OPERATING STRATEGIES’ THAT ARE HIS CONVEYANCE TO A WORLD DICTATORSHIP;


2.) THE SPECIFIC REVOLUTIONARY IDEOLOGICAL STRATEGY USED BY HITLER AND STALIN – AND BY ALL OF MODERN HISTORY’S RADICAL REVOLUTIONARIES – TO SUPPRESS PUBLIC OPPOSITION TO GOVERNMENT SUPPRESSION OF ITS RIGHTS IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH A DOMESTIC DICTATORSHIP, - BY ESTABLISHMENT OF REGULATIONS AND UNLAWFUL LAWS BY ‘EXECUTIVE FIAT’ WHILE CREATING A SHADOW GOVERNMENT THAT IS THE UNRECOGNIZED PHANTOM INFRASTRUCTURE READY TO IMPOSE MARSHALL LAW UPON THE ACHIEVEMENT OF CERTAIN THRESHOLDS STEP BY STEP; TO ELIMINATE THE BENEFITS OF A FREE MARKET ECONOMY IN ORDER TO CAUSE FOOD AND UTILITIES SHORTAGES, AND TO INCREASE COSTS OF DAILY NECESSITIES - AND TO USE THE STANDARD PRO FORMA OF ‘ORGANIZED MOB RULE’ TO FURTHER AGITATE THE STATUS QUO WITH RACISM AND CLASS WARFARE, ALL TO FACILITATE THE PROGRESSION OF CONDITIONS JUSTIFYING THE USE OF MARSHALL LAW – ALL PRELIMINARY TO THE NATURAL SEQUENCE OF AN IMMINENT TOTAL DICTATORSHIP, HAVING DESTROYED THE ‘STATUS QUO PUBLIC’S’ ONLY PLATFORM OF RESISTANCE AS HE HAS DESTROYED ITS CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS WHILE IT IS DISORIENTED - ECONOMICALLY STRUGGLING, AND SUFFERING A LOSS OF CONFIDENCE – AND, AT ALL COSTS AND ALL TIMES CONTINUING TO USE THE MOB TO KEEP THE STATUS QUO STIRRED TO ‘TRY’ TO OPPOSE OBAMA - AND – ALL OF THE WAY FROM ‘OCCUPY WS’ TO THE OUTLYING AREAS OF ‘OBAMA’S MOB’, THE MIDDLE-EAST, ‘ARAB SPRING MOB’ THAT HE PUT IN PLAY TO INTERMINGLE WITH THE U.S. MOB -- ‘AS THE MEANS TO HIS END’.

(Read details of dates and events in Part 2-1 following PT 1.1 series)

HITLER’S ‘BIG LIE’ described in his 1925 book Mein Kampf, is a lie so “colossal” that no one would believe that anyone ‘could have the impudence to distort the truth so infamously.’ Hitler claimed the technique was used by Jews to unfairly blame Germany’s loss in World War I on German Army officer Erich Ludendorff.

“…..But it remained for the Jews, with their unqualified capacity for falsehood, and their fighting comrades, the Marxists, to impute responsibility for the downfall precisely to the man who alone had shown a superhuman will and energy in his effort to prevent the catastrophe which he had foreseen and to save the nation from that hour of complete overthrow and shame.”

"…..All this was inspired by the principle--which is quite true within itself--that in the big lie there is always a certain force of credibility; because the broad masses of a nation are always more easily corrupted in the deeper strata of their emotional nature than consciously or voluntarily; and
thus in the primitive simplicity of their minds they more readily fall victims to the big lie
than the small lie, since they themselves often tell small lies in little matters but would be
ashamed to resort to large-scale falsehoods. It would never come into their heads to fabricate
colossal untruths, and they would not believe that others could have the impudence to
distort the truth so infamously. Even though the facts which prove this to be so may be
brought clearly to their minds, they will still doubt and waver and will continue to think
that there may be some other explanation. For the grossly impudent lie always leaves traces
behind it, even after it has been nailed down, a fact which is known to all expert liars in
this world and to all who conspire together in the art of lying.

—Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, vol. I, ch. X / James Murphy translation

OBAMA’S ‘BIG TRUTH’ is a truth so colossal that no one would believe that anyone ‘could
have the impudence to distort the long-established reality of a nation’s status quo so
infamously.’ – so he cannot possibly be telling the truth; He ‘must be lying’. Obama tells
the public precisely what he is intentionally doing to destroy their sources of income, and
they don’t believe it – they are “too corrupted in the deeper strata of their emotional
nature than they are consciously or voluntarily, and thus in the primitive simplicity of their
minds they more readily fall victims to ‘their own subconscious Big Lie about themselves –
that automatically absolves the perpetrator of a Big Truth so colossally damaging to them
that it holds them accountable for their self-denial that caused them to set themselves up
for colossal abuse, having been the ones who put him in the position of being able to
destroy them”. He tells them precisely how he will do this; he shows them how he is doing it
as he goes along doing it – and they don’t believe it:

He tells them before he is elected that he will destroy the coal industry and that this “neces-
sarily means” that their electricity costs will soar…and he does it. He shuts down the
mainstream of private-industry productivity, forbids oil exploration, intentionally puts
the fishing industry out of business in one of the country’s largest fishing economies,
taxes individual small-business owners out-of-business, regulates the country into a
complete economic stranglehold, claims federal ownership of as much prime land as possible,
shifts as much of the M2 money supply into the hands of his financial supporters as possible,
destroys the country’s healthcare system blatantly bribing the Congress to accomplish this,
sets up Citizen Gestapo militias pitting citizen against citizen, sets up indoctrination
programs of children in the ‘public educational system’, tries to destroy media he doesn’t
control, blatantly uses Federal agencies to try to destroy his “Enemies List”, blatantly
instructs his Justice Dept. to give domestic and foreign terrorists carte blanche to disregard
the law – from Radical foreign Muslim terrorists to domestic Black terrorists obstruc-
ting White citizens from constitutional freedoms; he blatantly asserts that he will
by-pass the Constitution and the Congress as a matter of course signaling that he will take
rights ‘from the people and the courts’ to achieve his unlawful goals – and does; he
feーズ the palms of Union Bosses by executive fiat stealing from the public trough to do so,
creates an ‘S.S.’ (Hitler’s inner-circle of planners and implementers of torture and murder)
infrastructure to command Marshall Law at even a hint of rebellion once he is re-elected
– leveraging off of the unconstitutional laws he has already established as his dictatorship’s
infrastructure, he expands a shadow government – an S.A./ Brownshirts – praetorian
guard, with a full-Gestapo investigative operation against ordinary citizens and ‘his enemies
list’ to provide a phalanx to destroy all opposition, funded by an insane Anti-Semetic
Jew-Nazi who at age 14 proudly betrayed European Jews, and at age 80 - with Obama’s
power of the presidency – is betraying all Jews while re-establishing a Schutz-Staffel
– SS – and an S.A. fronting as a tax-exempt media-watchdog – a paramilitary praetorian
guard staffed as private henchmen meeting weekly at the White House, caucusing in daily
a.m. ‘staff meetings’ by conference call – in preparation of their own version of the Pink
Swastika “Operation Hummingbird”, under the management of ‘think-alike-look-alike
Himmler reincarnated as a lunatic named Brock – all the while, as he – brazenly
dares the “dumb masses” to stop him – knowing it is too late for that – and while telling the
public he intends to have 4 more years to complete its genocide.
PREFACE PART I:

"IRAN ESCORTS OBAMA TO WORLD DICTATORSHIP THRU STRAITS OF 2012":

is a 5-part introduction to a series of pieces encapsulating the logic necessary to provide any rational individual with a conclusion that Barack Obama came to the office of the U.S. Presidency with a pre-determined subversive agenda to "fundamentally over-throw the U.S.". It also provides substantial data demonstrating that Barack Obama is psychotically insane.

In his audacious statement, 5 days before taking office, Mr. Obama attempted to be cleverly deceptive, describing his intention, but substituting the word “over-throw” with the word “transformation”. It was a devious attempt, made by an individual with severe mental illness attempting to ‘fool all of the people’ – who is so extremely narcissistically delusional it never occurs to him that there are a few intelligent Americans who did not vote for him for these very reasons, and that not “all of the people who are fooled all of the time” are ‘all of the people’. Unfortunately, they were ‘enough of the people’ to have elected him in 2008.(*). The worse news is, that he does not need the plurality he had in 2008 in order to take the 2012 election: he has already succeeded in transforming America sufficiently to be able to ‘over-throw America completely’ in the face of any attempt to deny him a second term. Mr. Obama is an intellectually-deprived, shrewd operator of a primitive ‘fight, never consider flight’ instinct, when dealing in the arena of human-dereliction that Hitler described as “the dumb masses”.

(*) This writer made predictions about ‘this aberrant human Thing’ as early as 2004 as he was seen exiting from a DNC Rally following a speech in which he was ‘posturing and positioning himself’ like a feral monkey being coaxed to eat a banana by an auditorium full of feral monkeys, extolling his messianic virtues for a run for the Presidency in 2008. He did. The Feral Monkeys won because the GOP’s RINO monkey was too much like him but lacked the country’s electoral requisite that America hoist a Black-skinned slave master to reign over it, presumably to masochistically exalt its post 1964-Civil Rights punishment for being predominantly White.

Mr. Obama is clever in the way that psychopaths are clever, who possess a psychotic awareness of the pulse of society’s mind-state – as was Adolf Hitler, but not Joseph Stalin in the same way; Stalin’s rape of a large part of the world was handed to him from Lenin’s platform. Barack Obama and Adolf Hitler, are also alike in a mutual naivete in arenas beyond a curricula of harnessing “society’s dumb masses”.

Obama telegraphed a threat to Americans, saying that he intended to ‘destroy America’ - that is to say, in other words, ‘to destroy them’ - which was his admission of an agenda to destroy ‘humanity’ as we’ve known it in the ‘American experiment’ – and, America swallowed its death whole, in a Jim Jones moment, without even blinking.

Mr. Obama does not perceive America as a collective of ‘human beings of individual sovereignty’. Rather he views America as a simulated grand sea of anchovies that he can collect from a psychic ocean – and, convert to edible mush. Like a great fishing net in Peruvian waters - where anchovy drag-netting is uniquely abundant - Barack Obama dropped his great psycho-political net in the mind-ocean of the American population, and while hauling them through the processing plant of his Communist-Marxist Totalitarian grinder, pushed them through the conveyor belt of its neuro-programming turning them into protein feed for his agenda to become Dictator of the World – after first achieving the position of Dictator of the Region of the world known as the U.S. of America. He has achieved the latter – and needs only to be re-elected in November to make a full disclosure of what he has ‘really been doing’ while ‘leading from behind’.

Four-year terms be damned, he came to the Presidency of the U.S. wanting only to get on with the job of destroying it – in order to be ‘President for Life’ - and, he has succeeded in building the
political infrastructure to do this, enabled by a flesh-pot of ‘American anchovies’ – and, this is only the first phase of the process of turning the dumb fish of his voters into feed for a 2.3 billion
definition human Muslim appetite ready to consume it – in lock-step with Obama’s skilled, strategically Pavlovian, preparation for its salivary glands: Obama’s U.S. Foreign Policy Maneuver; The Arab Spring. .

“**Young Obama wanted to be like Sukarno, says transgender nanny**”  
Patrick Howley – 3-13-12 9:44 am / The Washington Free Beacon

“….President Obama harbored a childhood dream to follow in the footsteps of Indonesian Lifetime President” Sukarno, according to an interview Sunday with Obama’s childhood transgender Indonesian nanny.

“…..Turdi has fond memories of Obama: “Once he pointed to a picture of Indonesian president Sukarno and said ‘I hope I will grow up to become someone like him.’ I am proud that his wish came true.”

(Mr. Obama certainly has managed one aspect of Sukarno’s legacy – his choice of a spouse: This writer was well acquainted with Sukarno’s most highly publicized wife, Dewi, (pronounced ‘Davey’) in Geneva in the years immediately following his oust from power, 1968 to early ’70’s. There must be something about dictators that predicts their choice in women to be psycho-emotionally a reflection of their own monster-selves)

Barack Obama is psycho-dynamically incapable of cognizing the difference between a ‘live social system’ expressing the spirit of individual free will within a structure of political consensus, versus one without a ‘live spirit’, operating mechanistically in an enforced politically-correct socio-cultural legal structure inherently incubating mass fratricide as its internal human decay erodes it from the inside-out - as it has commensurately become distanced from the only life-dynamic humanity possesses – its individual internal-self’s ‘free will’ to seek and find its own inherent water-level out of its own strengths and weaknesses – in which event survival of ‘the fittest mind-consciousness state’ dominates society, naturally allowing a chain of support for those of lesser-mind to improve themselves from a position of self-responsible conduct toward themselves and society – as is mandatory if society is to be free of dictatorial totalitarian oppressors.

…..such as Obama, Brzezinski, Soros, Hitler, Stalin, Marx, Lenin, Stalin, Frances Fox Piven, Clinton(s), Reid, Pelosi, the Black Caucus, Sunstein, Jennings, Sebelius, the many more of Obama’s inner circle-Czars, the Teachers’ and other Unions, on thru to the whole pathetic line-up of Hollywood’s celebrity crowd – and the tail-wind that is their mouth-piece, the media, along with their psychologically impaired echoes in society, those who are their dependents – among them, those who do not recognize themselves as ‘dependant on government hand-outs’ - in the mirror of America’s Ghetto class, who are monied - ranging from Wall St. et al, to the institutional professional class, many of whom are expert in the field of psychology and sociology – And so, are government-dependents -- either by direct Government subsidy, or indirectly through unions, and that wondrous word ‘Associations’ – the Snake Pits that are the grease that moves the engine of Totalitarianism thru the subterranean tunnels of society, which never does ‘actually’ provide a safety net from above or below their respective, individual, present evolutionary level of ‘existence ‘; they are ‘where they are’ – and ‘where they are’ determines ‘what will define them outside of who and what they are’ – for as long as they remain psycho-dynamically subject to The System.

The notion of a ‘politically subscribed society’ is the greatest hoax on humanity since – when? It is difficult to select one over the other through the centuries of recorded history, there are so many, but, I’ll choose the largest hoax on society: ‘The unsubscribed Self’. The individual who has not perceived the difference between himself and all of history’s data that defines the societal
deficit of the socio-politically enslaved ‘mind’. It is the greatest of all hoaxes on society; it is the ‘mind’ that stipulates to the psycho-dynamic social protocol of ‘Have’s and Have-nots’ based on everything ‘but’ the individual’s state of mind and elevating contribution to society’s ‘collective mind state’. It’s the mind-state that defines the Obama-voter who votes for reasons of psycho-emotional and economic dependency, at some level of their belief system in life.

It is a customized humanly-designed concept of value that masks the psychological deficit of those who use it as their self-measure, and that of others, to the exclusion of their individual psycho-emotional level of wellness versus unwellness exposed to the environment - and is divvied-up by a System of Government, designed by the singularly-most indigent class on planet earth: Society’s virtual equivalent of the inhabitants of Dante’s 3rd Circle of the Inferno, the domain of The Gluttons – the entrance of which is guarded by the Three-Headed Mongrel, ‘Cerberus’ - ideally, allegorically, representing the sociological marketplace of humanity across all ‘straits’ of physical, social, and material terrain; these are the abject ‘needy’ – who will destroy the environment of their existence for a hand-out without consciousness of ‘giving back in full measure, in some commodity’ through their respective self-responsible maximum effort – and, will take from any larder of the human psyche from which they can steal in order to fill the vacuum of the circumference of their subjective self-centeredness – starting from the Black-on-Black angry, self-absorbed, indigents of the organized neighborhoods of the Obama-Alinsky-Hillary flesh pots, to the Greater-System’s organized flesh pots, from Loudon, Morris, Somerset, Nassau, and Marin counties – curving back to society’s ‘mean-level’: The emotionally dependent, on approval from a mechanical system over independence of the individual. . .

They, unwittingly – that is to say, ‘ignorantly’ – operate on a theory that their ‘particular greed’ is amortized by the PE’s of others’ Greed – that is rationalized to off-set theirs, to allow them to arrive at a healthy psycho-emotional Balance Sheet – strictly ‘to their own benefit’. - as they are the center of the universe, cerebrally-wired to believe that they ‘ARE’ everyone encapsulated under the aegis of their ego’s perception of otherness’ – they have achieved a cosmic feat to have destroyed anything operating at cross-purposes with themselves.

And, the problem with this is, that society, within the conscribed periods of ‘Socialism, Communism, Fascism, Totalitarianism, to every other ‘ism’ – at present the worst ‘ism’ we’ve ever seen since Julius Ceaser-ism -- is, ‘OBAMA-ISM’ – and the worst aspect of it, is that THERE IS NO OBAMA!’ He is only an ‘ISM’ customized and marketed by a Fascist-Totalitarian politic that seeks to rule the world – economically. And, in order to do this, it must first subject ‘the collective psyche’ that it employs to keep its power-base operating.

In the case of Barack Obama, and Adolf Hitler, this phenomenon of ‘individualism’ is the antagonist of sole motivation of their psychological drive to destroy cultures. They do not comprehend an existence beyond their own! They are all that is the cosmic drama of existence – in their own sick mind. They are the “Universal ‘I’” inverted.

Their psychological composition is that of a Universal Predator constantly on the prowl, seeking fresh genocides as they’ve used up the ‘political value’ of their last conquest – who are those whose social-value to them has been fully exhausted - requiring them to find new socio-cultural grist to conquer and kill in order to satisfy their sick appetite for power. Inevitably, those they’ve devoured have left a vacuum in their psyche that needs to be filled, compelling them to create another crop of ‘psyches’ to devour in the genre of Minos and his Minotaur; an allegory of the mind’s conscious impulses and choices. The King Minos myth – possibly actual history - epitomizes the Dictatorial Psycho-dynamic of the pernicious subconscious mind’s insatiable appetite - The Minotaur - residing in its Labyrinthine levels of psycho-emotional compulsions for fresh ‘self-deaths’ - needing a regular stream of ‘free-people’ – creatures to terrify, kill, and devour as in the Minos-Minotaur-Favorite White Bull-Young virginal Athenians’ allegory: Minos, King of the psycho-dynamic ‘Island of the Conscious mind’ obeys ‘his’ Monster’s appetite on-cue
– a monster from his own psycho-dynamic groin, demands generated by his ‘Lost-Progeny’, his own Inner-Self-Created-Monster-Persona ruling his appetite, operating with ‘precisely engineered-memory-scales’ regurgitating past abuses of the Laws of the Mind – that, The Dictator’s compulsions impose as a new crop of socio-economic labyrinthine-socio-economic-psychological dividers – comprised of the Leftist’s ritualistic re-enactment of selecting a new ‘crop of virgins from the world of democracy’ to become The Dictator’s new boat-load of social victims crossing over from freedom to an entitlement society to rot into compost in the entrails of the Leftist’s sub-conscious mind. These are sick people, whose idea of winning and dining is a meal of ‘minds’ rotted by their psycho-dynamic subterranean level of dependency for self-survival. Those who construct the socio-cultural prison of the Socialist/Communist doctrine of mind-reprogramming and socio-economic enslavement to dependency, in a totalitarian structure, are - as Hitler was documented to be, Coprophiles; they are psycho-sexually aroused by consuming human-psychic excrement. Their next logical step would be Hitler’s level; sexual arousal through consumption of human excrement.

Unlike the German society’s knowledge of Hitler’s religious preoccupations, America is virtually totally ignorant of Obama’s religious preoccupations and the fact that every bit as much as Hitler was, Obama is driven by a schizophrenic love-hate for ‘religious icons’ – but, not out of interest or respect for religion per se. Obama’s game is driven by a rabid preoccupation with religious ideology even above political ideology – and like Hitler, this ‘bait and switch’ in their psyche is misjudged to be free of religious ideology. Hitler was fascinated by men of iconic roles in the Bible, and hated the Jews. Obama is fascinated by the iconic role of the Prophet Mohammed through the Qur’an and the Hadiths; the former exalting Mohammed’s terrorist campaigns in conquering the remainder of great civilizations in the 7th c., the latter exalting Mohammed’s irrational rantings of command and promise that Islam will conquer the world and destroy the ‘White Judeo-Christian Infidel’ – whom Obama hates.

In both instances, these men perceive the sacrifice of Jews and Christians as a preliminary intended to be followed by a constantly replenished crop of sycophants who compose the dynamic reproduction of sacrificial lambs for their serial genocidal appetite. It is a system that is totally dependent, organically, on the perpetuation of a new curve of ‘repeatedly renewed hope of change’ – to accelerate the engines of a newly ripened genocidal thrill of The Kill to satisfy their respectively sick appetite. The crop that has lost hope is no longer organically susceptible to the ‘game’s dynamic’. Accordingly, had Hitler lasted long enough he would have filled the vacuum left by the Jews with another culture, and if Obama lasts long enough, he will fill the vacuum left by America’s Blacks with the Muslims he has readied for migration to America’s ghettos in his grand ‘Arab Spring’ gesture. Obama’s current attempt to ‘catch Hispanic psyches’ in his net, is only an interim ploy to support his re-election. The Hispanics are as disposable to Obama as are American Negroes. He totally loathes both; they are ‘fish meal’.

Barack Obama, and Adolf Hitler are iconic examples of a paranoid-schizophrenic mind-state, whose sub-conscious is programmed to ‘destroy mankind on a colossal scale’, in equivalence of their own psyche’s reverse-dynamic of this programming - at a deeper level of subconscious memory – unconsciously compelling them to do so in order to expiate their painful subconscious experience of themselves as reflected in their own sick psyche, in the role of The Ultimate Victim of Society, which to them is a colossal world drama in which they perceive themselves as a sacrificial goat – having become converted by their ‘own mind’s’ inversion along the scale of relative memory states to have been transformed into a sacrificial lamb, equally colossal, The Cosmic Christ figure, itself. These ‘creatures’ do not experience self-relativistic psycho-emotional states; theirs is an existence of Absolutism; automatically forbidding relative shades of weaknesses and strengths, because ‘there is no otherness’; they are all of existence personified.

They have no choice but to self-destruct – in due time - they are unable to alter their destiny, it ‘is’ the sum total of their sub-conscious existence, they have no psycho-dynamic consciousness.
mechanism to brake the course of racing toward self-annihilation – after they've exhaustively annihilated all that feeds their life-cycle..

Obama, like so many madmen before him, from ‘way back’ – let’s start with Julius Caesar, to Nero, on and on to the ‘lesser minds of self-perceived gods’ – and other would-be total-world dictators up to Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and Hitler – is a creature destined to self-destruct at any point along the curve, as did each of them – while fulfilling his perceived destiny of destroying those who permitted themselves to be destroyed. They hate the society that will sacrifice themselves to their appetite – because, it is the vivid reproduction of themselves staring back at them, reminding them of how pathetically weak they are; the social collective that is reflective of ‘their inherent compulsion of self-loathing’ - who are not intelligent enough to realize that they have caused their own demise; they promoted him into power..

The deranged self-representations of this level of dictator, requires constant re-fill of new proof to them that they ‘have conquered’; because without ‘conquest’ there is no thrill. Without the thrill of the kill, they have no psychic self-representation proving that they, themselves, ‘still exist’.

As long as there are still renewable crops of ‘dumb creatures’ on the time horizon of their mind’s scale of need for ‘otherness’ reflecting their own existence, they remain ‘safe to themselves’; the moment their sycophants have ‘given up in despair of change’ – which they voraciously love withholding - the Games bore – consequently, the energy-system inverts, turning on itself suicidally.

These creatures, organize and implement their own self-fulfilling prophecy – just as Barack Obama is doing to ‘create himself as a World Dictator’ – one level of delusional social genocide at a time. As their hunger for power expands exponentially, so does their appetite expand exponentially for ‘bigger and better troughs of Orwellian Farm Pigs’ to be ripened for their next mass slaughter..

At each succeeding level of their grist’s expiration, they then seek to replace the last set of ‘willing victims’, with a compounded larger population of ‘willing victims’ – who, of course – as did the last set – automatically restart the Genocidal Revolutions of ‘The Psychotic Socio-Physical Mechanic’ with a great sacrificial gusto, ready to become sacrificial lambs to a Human-Grinder for his next culture destruction – that he will watch die, with sadistic glee. 

Obama has run through the American ‘slave mentality’ – the Negro community. It is no longer reliably ‘good feed’ in sufficient numbers to create sufficient friction at the Voter Box. They are too tired in most events, and much too unintelligent in some events, and much too angry in many events, to change either of the foregoing in those events – they are the remnants of those who bought the LBJ ‘Great Society’ propaganda 60 years ago, that never materialized – while they remained in their place for the most part, thru the various Black whatever organizations designed to ‘keep them on the farm’ at all costs - while their leaders such as Jackson remarkably still get paid off. Some of the less than 9/10th% of American Negroes who are sufficiently educated to not be offended by use of the word ‘Negro’ – rather than the PC nonsense, ‘Black’ - that respectfully and accurately defines their Negroid race (*) – have genuinely ‘crossed over’ – despite the propaganda of their racial foreman, MLK, whose fraudulent use of them was a pay-off that created the ‘planned obsolescence of the American Negro’s very existence, not to mention the richness of its culture – in particular because of its history’ – along with JFK’s, RFK’s, and LBJ’s, and the Clinton’s torch-carrying of the Progressive Obsolescence Plan to replace them at a later date, a plan that was firmly established in the early 20th c – by, TR, Woodrow Wilson, and FDR, and before them.. (see subsequent chapters).

Bottom line: Obama has just been exposed – in the past few days – as having an alliance with the White-Hater, Derrick Bell.of Harvard University, who spent his life morbiddly evolving a ‘Critical Race’ theory that means nothing except to other inferior and morbid racists. Obama’s enthusiasm for Bell, only admits that Obama has no moral self-standard from which to develop theories about
anything that does not directly, and immediately, produce evidence that his goal of becoming the first actual World Dictator is being fulfilled; he later ‘refreshed’ his crop of rationalizations for his power-grab with a litany of society’s most deranged, anti-social, outlaws – from Davis, to Alinsky, Ayers, Wright, Farrakhan, et al. He believes his role on planet earth is greater than Julius Caesar believed his to be – and that he is destined to create the ‘first modern world’s Triumvirate’. That is, he, Brzezinski, Soros and a few others. (see chapters below)

Obama’s handlers, long-long ago, selected him knowing that when the ‘racist, class-warfare’ curve that was formally set in motion 150 years ago, had sufficiently met its various socio-political thresholds they would need a Negro president. Also knowing that this would be only when the benchmarks of ‘controlled dumbing down’ of the total populace had been met, by a ‘quantitative easing’ of America’s resistance to mass-mind control – and, which was conducted as deliberately-created and sustained economic collapses designed to cause depletion of the population’s basic physical needs, as in the crash of ’29 and FDR’s deliberate extension of its pain on society (Mr. Bernanke’s virtual mentor), in order to create a Big Government infrastructure that deliberately would turn America’s Gold Standard into a Federal Reserve’s Private Equity Standard behind a wall of secrecy – resulting in a global geo-political range of social changes that would make Socialism fall neatly into place in Europe, while the U.S. was naturally subscribed to sustain through these phases, escalated by its enormous innovative use of its natural resources and its compounded exponential intellectual use of its basic materials – escalating it into an override compounding of its assets, and so, the natural GDP engine that produced fuel for Europe’s ultimate self-destruction, while the Fed Reserve and the Socio-Political Privileged waxed bigger, wealthier, and stronger – while ‘then, and only then’ were they positioned well enough to ‘invite into their inner circle the lower social classes, to appear ‘as if this Democracy thing’ really worked, beginning with the Kennedy variety – the first Catholic to be allowed into the office of the Presidency – designed to begin a carefully controlled infiltration of the lower classes ‘appearing to be making progress in America’s great democratic experiment’ – and, commensurately greatly appealing to those whose entire psycho-emotional life was dependent on ‘the Church’s welfare system’ – with the intent of ‘eventually transferring the sociological-bulk of that dependency to The State, little by little - and destroying The Church’ – which is on Obama’s front burner right now.

FDR’s (Hitlerian) New Deal further organized and conformed its human militia of under-privileged into a permanent class of voters – just as Hitler conformed Germany’s youth into a permanent militia class that would flank his agenda because it had nowhere else to go; while FDR was progressing toward the ‘real prize’: Immigration Reform to increase the dumb and uneducated to join the ‘Body Farms of the American Negro Ghetto’ – but, with A Plan, that those 3rd World indigents would, ‘in due time’ replace the American Negro’s role in keeping the less fortunate in society enslaved – a system that the ‘more fortunate among them - who are still enslaved - perpetuate like good-puppets, through the same system’ – such as Barack Obama, Oprah Winfrey, and others who are delusionally of the belief that ‘a big title’, and/or ‘a bank account’ – and massive publicity – is the difference between social slavery and being a Freed Slave in a world-dynamic that will not ever totally regress to its primitive origins. They are being used – and rightly so, they have a space provided to them – and they are attempting ‘to use others’ – whom they continue to try to aggregate to be conformed by The System to become the ‘feed-class’ of America: Its pathetic middle-class that bought into the propaganda and put them over their rainbows – with restrictive caveats.

Ms. Winfrey is apparently just beginning to be introduced to ‘The Law of Unintended Consequences’ – while Mr. Obama and his Black and White mass migration of indigents into our world-consciousness, are only barely, very barely, entering the zone of their total defeat – but they are in the zone..

FDR’s New Deal, and LBJ’s later “Great Society”, would install massive government regulations that would inhibit all but ‘Crony Capitalism’ to thrive industrially – increasing on a scale that would concurrently destroy the back-bone of the original spirit of America, trending it toward the Marxist
Communism that fed the coffers of the privileged, and destroyed independent industry, and put in play an organized system of depletion of the 'personal coffers' of those who were drafted to provide the 'green lucre' – in tax dollars – that would maintain the 'Neighborhood Dependents' on whom they depended for power, continually dependent – fed, sheltered, and feeling assaulted by society' ready to march and homestead in public places,- who would deplete the population’s psycho-emotional resistance to government-controlled remedies.

The infinite constabulary of would-be despots was automatically created 'with the creation of the U.S. Constitution' – and, after The Emancipation, would need a Negro to be President of the U.S. when they had set-up the voting public to be dumb enough to vote for him 'just because he was a Negro'. They lucked out, having found one who exceeded their hopes, wishes, dreams, and their very calculated agenda; he was 'also Caucasian'; one whose visceral psycho-social image just naturally catapulted him into an image of society's great divide – his very socio-genic crucifixion completed the image of a Messiah to both Blacks and Whites; and – the best of their hopes wishes and dreams, was that he hated Whites, but also hated Blacks, and was 100% devoid of personal moral standards of any kind; he was a psycho-social print-out of a perfect puppet; a creature who was so psycho-emotionally primitive that even his personal sexual preferences paralleled the bifurcation of his socio-genesis, and whose intellect was of a deficit level that he was easily programmable with simple application of standard mind-control techniques of common usage at the CIA – that had been greatly developed under the tutelage of its most notable '50's Profiler, Dr. Jerrold M. Post, whose expertise is precisely in the field of 'de-constructing' the psychological components that comprise the psychological operating impulses and underlying motivations of the 'despotic psyche' – and - so reversely, 'constructing' one as well – under controlled conditions. Dr. Post is an expert on the psychological conditions of 'the terrorist mind'! He is also an individual whose entire career has been at federally-subsidized institutions – who plays his cards very-much politically safe when analyzing American presidents. In 2003, he gave Clinton a major pass in "The Psychological Assessment of Political Leaders" profiles of Clinton and Saddam Hussein.

Perfect! They tracked and groomed him 'from a distance', then more closely as they fraudulently entered him into Columbia and Harvard, though he did not possess two cerebral synapses that could be counted on without a teleprompter unless he was on the subject of 'I hate Whites and in particular I hate America and England'. He was being prepared for the Marxist-Totalitarian 'Open Society's* final scene of conquest of the U.S. But, with all of their expertise, they weren't expert enough to understand The Monster they had created: they didn't see that The Monster had a longer tail than they had assumed. His head has already begun to devour them 'from behind'! – and, as a natural dynamic - those who selected and mentored him are too psychotic themselves to recognize themselves clenched in his jaws. They failed to recognize that their own psycho-dynamic programming of total betrayal of those on whose tombs they have progressed themselves to their present positions is the same trajectory 'from which they will be betrayed' - such as Mr. Soros' and Mr. Brzezinski’s sympathies with Hitler’s Jewish holocaust. Obama’s 'dumb holographic mental pattern' has a big surprise for his mentors. See chapters below.

The iconography of The Plan was to produce a very calculated Messiah figure, whose ‘sacrifice’ represents the crucifixion of oppression within all of us – who was specifically designed for the later roll out of the drama – to destroy the Judeo-Christian ethos of America.: A 'Black president, who is actually all of us as he is also White – selected at Occidental College, if not while a boy 10 years of age being programmed by a self-admitted known pedophile Communist, Frank Marshall Davis - out of a global morass of humanity, because he was not only Black, but more to the point - he was the epitome of a Christ figure for the psychologically mangled throngs of American masses, that 'their long-past Planned Obsolescence Movement' would have – by then ‘created - by reformed immigration policies’ over 50 interim years, that would destroy America’s social ethos -- because they had created Black on White as a racial issue – a perfect Manchurian icon for the 'future, intended, and planned' dumbed-down American masses when the time would have come that the American masses had been sufficiently inter-and-intra-bred to be a society of ignorants – formally crafted through the 1964 Civil Rights legislation and the 1965
Immigration Reform legislation, developed by JFK, promoted by RFK, and fine-tuned by LBJ – to become an America of an intentionally ‘dumbed down’ morass of humanity over the span of years required to genetically integrate the inferior psycho-neurologically impaired with America’s dwindling psycho-genetic ‘substance’ that has since been systematically depleted - to be replaced by inferior creatures as America’s ‘status quo!’: The predominantly lesser intelligent of America’s ‘middle-class’ status quo less and less able to race against America’s more highly privileged who control the system – of course – but who conform ‘on cue’ – as evidenced by Wall St’s support, at national elections,.

The next tranche of ‘imported Dumb Mass’ is the Obama-stage: Ratcheting up the migration of the Fundamentalist Muslim populace to accelerate the in-breeding incubation period already almost two full generations in progress in the U.S. ([SEE CHAPTERS BELOW])

“SUMMARY OF OBAMA’S WWIII ‘LEAD FROM BEHIND’ STRATEGY:
POPULATION RE-ENGINEERING” AMERICA’S 1ST GENETICALLY-ENGINEERED ‘HOMO-ISLAMIC-IN VITRO’ (“HIV”) HUMAN DRONE Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary Summer/Fall 2010/Alexis Ainsworth

OBAMA LEYIES WAR AGAINST U.S.: “OPERATION TWELVER” (Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary entry April 2011)
SEE CHAPTERS BELOW FOR DETAILS/DATES; “


- AN ‘AMERICAN-BRED’ YOUNG-ADULT ‘MUSLIM DRONE’, PROGRAMMED
- GENETICALLY TO ROBOTICALLY ERODE AMERICA’S LEGAL INFRASTRUCTURE – THROUGH DESTRUCTION OF ITS CULTURAL INFRASTRUCTURE – PSYCHOCOGENETICALLY INSEMINATED INTO ITS PSYCHO-BIOLOGICAL CORPUS.
- THE “HIV” CREATURE IS A GENETICALLY ENGINEERED PRODUCT OF MANKIND’S FIRST ‘PSYCHO-BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS-ENGINEERED HUMAN-WEAPON’ – SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO DESTROY ‘THE PLANET’ AS IT HAS EXISTED SINCE ITS LAST EPOCHAL TRANSITION 1000 YEARS AGO, IN THE 11TH CENTURY’;
- THE HOMOGENEOUS-AMERICAN-RADICAL MUSLIM (“HIV”) – IS AMERICA’S FIRST FULLY-MATURED ARTIFICIALLY-ENGINEERED HOMO SAPIENS EXPLICITLY ENGINEERED WITH ‘NEURO-BIOLOGICAL-PREDISPOSITIONS’ TO DESTROY WESTERN DEMOCRACY ‘FROM WITHIN’ – APROPOS TO ITS SYSTEMS-DESIGN --- AS ‘AN AMERICAN’!

Anwar al-Awlaki. New Mexico-born Anwar al-Awlaki was a radical Muslim cleric accused of recruiting for al-Qaeda who increasingly advocated violent jihad. Sometimes called the Osama bin Laden of the Internet, Awlaki
corresponded primarily through cyberspace with Fort Hood-shooter Nidal Hasan, a Minnesota group that recruited for al-Shabaab, and three of the September 11 hijackers (***)

(**) See Chapters below: (Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary entry 2009 / Alexis Ainsworth
Those who were, ‘by race and nationality’, selected by America’s progressive Liberal leaders to create a Mengelian-in-reverse society of stupid people who would follow their leaders – and who would literally believe they had entered Castalia (Das Glasperlenspiel / Hesse) once they found a ‘creature to follow’ – ironically, because he is neither ‘Black or White!’ – were too dumb to know which was which, as their perception was confused as ‘Black or White’ no longer was relevant; those who were Black had the advantage that those who were White - who did not want to be Black at any cost did not have, who were now psychologically transformed by their own inferiority to be in the same position as those who were Black – would definitely, in some sort of surreal illogic - throw their support behind the BLACK MAN PRESIDENT, TO INSURE THAT THEY WOULD NEVER BE LOCKED INTO ‘BEING A MINORITY RACE’!! (They were White, of course) - and - presumably society had a choice at that point, but, in reality it did not!!

How much ‘inter-racial’ sympathy could that evoke, against intra-racial objectors – as designed long ago by the crafters of this era – including those whose names evoke ‘conspiracy theorist’ warnings – but, whose biographies from Pike to Strong on, are not one bit different relative to their world view than are Hillary Clinton’s Wellesley thesis, and Obama’s career path thesis.

Against all protests, they are those whose entire life’s ‘dedication’ of their most profound life’s intent, is to destroy religion – by using religion to promote themselves into a ‘virtual dynamic’ – that is religion’s primary dynamic in reverse – using religion as they do all of history’s literary classics to re-define history’s evidence of mankind’s progress versus its psychological regression. They do this by a clever re-introduction of religion as an intra-dynamic of man’s mind – all of the way from Descartes to Nietzsche forward to Heidegger and forward to the least competent of the 20th c’s ‘thinkers’. – and, in the process have lost track entirely of the fact that ‘religion per se’ isn’t the standard that they should be targeting. Religion, per se, has long ago proven its role in the social evolution of society – and, those who are pre-occupied about it, such as those who are terrified of it – are evidence of those of the ‘universal mob mentality’ who have not recognized that they no longer have ‘religion per se to use as their bulwark of evidence that mankind is organized ‘separately from government’. Classic religious dogmas are no longer fair game; they are naturally evolving to scientific catechisms of escape from the gravitational field of the mind’s ignorance that relied on false hopes, wishes and dreams from which to evolve from duress – and, are slowly beginning to realize that the Federal Government is also a Great Penal System designed to destroy their right to use their mind independently to accord to a course of scientific confirmation that they are ‘more than physical protoplasm’ – they are ‘a consciousness system of mind, social, and physical states’ from which they are individually required to evolve energetically – scientifically - by ‘freeing their will’ from conformity to society’s penchant for false limitations of its perception of its competition..

In all of modern history, not even Marx, Lenin, Trotsky, (particularly, not Trotsky whose notion of replenished flesh-markets was Frida Kahlo), or Stalin, ever imagined as a ‘renewed supply of human flesh’ to be sacrificed for their sick egos, comparable to what Barack Hussein Mohammed Obama perceives as his exclusively-mined pipeline of victims: His mine of 2.3 billion rabidly-programmed Muslims, chomping at their bits to devour Obama’s last Neighborhood community, America’s pathetic lower-classes - Obama’s American sub-culture, all of whom voted for him, are grist for the Muslim’s Minotaur, and Obama has been feeding them to the Labyrinth since he made his way to the office of President of the U.S. and to his establishment – undercover – of perpetrating Islam’s Salafist Fundamentalist “Twelver Doctrine” as America’s Foreign and Domestic Policies – which is the ‘strategic agenda that Obama is using to mobilize and navigate Iran to escort him thru the 2012 elections. This ethos predicts in the Qur’an and Islam’s reiteration of Mohammed’s predictions and instructions, The Hadiths, that The West, the “Judeo-
Christian Infidels” will be destroyed under the Muslim’s 12th and final caliph, Imam Al-Mahdi who will rule the world – as predicted – and whom Obama is self-creating through the power of U.S’ foreign and domestic policies.

Barack Obama did use the name ‘Mohammed’ until it became politically touchy during his run-up to campaign for the presidency. See later chapters regarding the social, political, and psychological, significance of Obama’s ‘Name’ in the Muslim world, which chapters soundly refute claims made by a far-far-left Liberal website, “OpEdNews” operated by Dinesh Sharma, a marketing science consultant with a Doctorate in Psychology from Harvard. His claims are tailored to suit a marketing image of Obama.

Note: This writer’s maternal grandmother was a prominent figure in the ‘settling of British East Africa’s’ early 20th c. colony – particularly of Kenya and Nairobi – and was a linguistic scholar, who read, wrote and spoke 14 languages, ranging from the Romance and Middle Eastern languages to the classical languages, and who - more to the point - formalized the grammatical structure of several spoken African Bantu languages, and was certainly fluent in Swahili, a language that Dr. Sharma abuses in his contrived name analysis of Barack Obama – obviously, to Mr. Obama’s favor – and who was also fluent in Demotic as well as Classical Greek, Hebrew and Latin, and read Sanskrit.)

“Fundamental transformation” of the U.S. constitutes extermination of the pro forma operation that is its essential socio-economic operating system: The U.S. Constitution.

Violating the Constitution is treason, as it is defined in the Constitution’s Amendments that clearly do apply to Mr. Obama’s traitorous dealings with Iran – among other subversive acts - as defined in the following ‘Introduction’ narrative of “Iran Escorts Obama to World Dictatorship thru the Staits of 2012” – and subsequent chapters.

Obama’s intent of becoming America’s ‘Permanent President’ – is only a mental–step away from his determination to continue – after November 2012 - to craft a dictatorial socio-political trajectory that will progress step I into a fully implemented world dictatorship – from East Asia Westward – albeit that the one individual whom he believes himself to be emulating, Islam’s prophet Mohammed, intended to disembowel the Far East as well, and to do so in one fell swoop while destroying the West - and maybe Obama’s ambitions are comparable to Mohammed’s lunatic state of mind. (See chapters below profiling Mohammed’s life and teachings, in comparative analysis with those of Barack Obama)

Obama’s pro forma dictatorship as it is presently constructed, and as it is already operating, is a progression of a macro-picture ‘mosaic of destabilizing and reorganizing everything West of West Asia– with tentacles into the East such as China’ where he has set up a Hitlerian operating plan to renege on U.S. debt obligations. He doesn’t plan to need to the current system of diplomacy with China. Hitler did it on trade agreements – and Hitler was not half so much insane as is Barack Obama – and the territorial game parameters were smaller then.

Obama’s plan was designed for him 1,400 years ago by Islam’s prophet Mohammed – who is Obama’s very own psychotic despot who incoherently produced the unspeakably terroristic “Satanic Verses” – that reflect the state of the mind of Islam’s Prophet Mohammed. Obama instantly bonded with Mohammed’s ‘mind’ – he was attuned psycho-emotionally as a child to his words, evincing the parallels of their respective psyche – as Obama studied Islam enraptured by it, to the exclusion of other studies in Indonesia –as a child – apparently, sensing a social dynamic that if ‘cleverly positioned’ could be used by ‘someone in the right position’ to accomplish Mohammed’s claim that Islam would rule the world. Obviously, little boy lost, Barry, did not possess the smarts to simulate the System required to rise to that level of powere, but, he definitely did possess the ‘anti-social’ profile of a creature who would be of benefit to the
Progressive Liberal Left looking for a ‘Christ figure’ to groom and keep on ice until the time had come for its ‘big move’: 2008, as it ‘timed out to be’.

Obama has systematically, intentionally, employed U.S. Power to fulfill a dramatization of world conditions as described in Mohammed’s own words as recorded in Islam’s Hadith Science to bring the world to the point of Mohammed’s prediction of the start of Islam’s rule of the world:

- Obama’s ‘Arab Spring’ and – Obama’s intentional deprivation of use of America’s natural resources to destroy America’s economy.

These conditions position the Islamic world to unrestrained Jihadist terrorism of the West under Sharia law, setting the stage for its predicted rule of the West and of Islam’s continued aggression to rule the world under a ‘dictatorship’ of the Islamic “Twelver” doctrine: The return of the 12th and final Muslim caliph, the ‘Imam al-Mahdi’ – **is the role that Obama is positioning himself to play – WITH IRAN AT HIS BACK**!

Islam’s Prophet Mohammed’s stated socio-political profile ‘at the time that Islam will take over the world’, and Obama’s clearly methodically intended manufacturing of those conditions abroad, and in the U.S., using the power of the U.S. to accomplish his aims, clearly constitute Obama’s treason against the U.S. – and ‘no one will do a thing about it’ – which leads to the next tranche, Part II of this preface:

REPEAT:

**Obama has systematically used the power of the Presidency to mold its foreign and domestic policiesto parallel Mohammed’s definition of the socio-political state of the Middle-East and West that would exist when ‘Jihadist’ Muslims would move in to kill the world’s non-believers forcing others – who fear Islam – to conform to Jihad and Sharia law – to meticulously parallel the ‘terrorist maniac – Mohammed’s “Twelver Doctrine” that is Barack Obama’s operating strategy, straight from Mohammed’s ‘how to manuals’**.

Following is Section II of the PREFACE TO: “IRAN ESCORTS OBAMA TO WORLD DICTATORSHIP THRU THE STRAITS OF 2012”

“**Obama’s ‘Big Schizophrenic Lie Technique’ reverses Hitler’s ‘Big Lie’ to a ‘Big Truth’ so colossal that no one believes he isn’t lying!”**

See **‘INTRODUCTION: “IRAN ESCORTS OBAMA TO WORLD DICTATORSHIP THRU ‘STRAITS OF 2012 ELECTION’”’**

* **“Obama’s Three Silver Bullets’ to become World Dictator in Perpetuity:**

**WWIII**

**‘OBAMA’S 3 SILVER BULLETS’; THE PLANNED ESCALATION OF AMERICA’S OBSOLESCENCE**

**DATES OF PLANNED ESCALATION:**

**SUMMER 2011 THRU WINTER 2011/2012**

**Diary Entry date: Spring 2009 / Alexis Ainsworth**

**BULLET # 1**: Deliberate collusion with The Fed to escalate destabilization of America’s Economy – with Buffett’s help (see Buffett chapters below)
BULLET # 2: Deliberate escalation of Racism and Class Warfare activated by his Unionized Thug base. (see chapters below)

BULLET #3: Deliberate destabilization of the Arab-Muslim states to escalate mass immigration of Islamic fanatics to increase migratory invasion of the U.S. (see WWIII and Islamic Migration chapters below: OBAMA’S COVERT ‘ARAB SPRING’

* Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary ENTRY SEPT 2011 (Alexis Ainsworth):

OBAMA’S FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC POLICIES CONVERGE;

BULLET #3 HAS ESCALATED AND WITHIN THE COMING MONTHS THE
COMMUNITY OF RELIGIOUSLY-PROGRAMMED, ‘SILENT’, MUSLIM EMIGRES TO AMERICA,
WHO PRETEND TO BE ‘MAINSTREAM AMERICAN’S’ WITH A LAUNDRY LIST OF CAVEATS -
WHO HAVE NEVER PUBLICLY CONDEMNED RADICAL MUSLIM TERRORISM AGAINST
AMERICA – OR MADE PUBLIC REPRESENTATIONS OF SOLIDARITY BEHIND AMERICA, -
WITH FEWER THAN A HANDFUL OF EXCEPTIONS – ARE NOW POISED TO COMMENCE A
FULL-SCALE ‘IN YOUR FACE’ PROPAGANDA CAMPAIGN IN OPEN CHALLENGE TO
AMERICANS - TO ESCALATE THEIR CULTURAL STAKE IN ‘ALTERING AMERICA’S
CULTURAL DYNAMIC TO MUSLIM OPPRESSION – POISED, TIMED, AND
IMPLEMENTED – BY OBAMA’S ‘ISLAM 12-VER STRATEGY’ - TO
ACCELERATE IMMEDIATELY AFTER
GADAFFI IS CAPTURED AND KILLED.
THEIR BATTLE PLAN IS TO ALTER AMERICA’S
LEGAL SYSTEM AND SOCIAL CULTURE TO
COMPLY WITH ISLAMIC THEOCRACY.

AP / Dec. 12, 2011  Lowe's
stopped running commercials during "All-American Muslim" after a
conservative group known as the Florida Family Association e-mailed advertisers to ask
them to stop advertising on the show. "...On Monday, Congressman Keith Ellison, who is
Muslim, released a statement condemning Lowe's Cos. for choosing "to uphold the beliefs of a
fringe hate group and not the creed of The First Amendment," the part of the Constitution that
protects freedom of religion...”

THEY'RE COMING-OUT IN AMERICA!.....

HE NEEDS ‘2012’ IN ORDER TO COMPLETE HIS
COVERT SALE OF AMERICA TO ISLAM!

”At ‘Religious Tolerance’ Talks, State Dept. Aims to
Denounce ‘Offensive Speech’ While Upholding Free
Expression”  CNS NEWS.COM By Patrick Goodenough December 13, 2011

“.......‘Effort to chill and curb religious liberties and free speech in America’

Last week, Rep. Ted Poe (R-Texas) wrote to Clinton, voicing concern about the collaboration with
the OIC, AFP reported
“We are eager to work with you to preserve the universal right of all individuals to speak out freely regardless of their religious beliefs,” Poe was quoted as saying in the letter.

“The OIC’s charter, however, clearly is against this most basic human right, and we ask that you use all the resources at our disposal to protect freedom of speech around the world.”

“What we are seeing here is a direct assault with the United Nations, the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, and our own U.S. State Department in an effort to chill and curb religious liberties and free speech in America,” Traditional Values Coalition president Andrea Lafferty said in a statement.

“Americans are tired of being told that we are our own worst enemy. Terrorists attacked the United States, in the name of Islam, because they hate the freedoms that make us strong,” she said. “What will history say if we allowed the diplomats and bureaucrats of the United Nations and State Department to accomplish what terrorists and planes could not?”

Lafferty said this week’s meeting followed an administration pattern of silencing free speech in favor of “good speech....”

OIC Chief: Religious Tolerance Resolution Backed by Obama Administration Aligns With Islamic Bloc’s Interests

By Patrick Goodenough
December 16, 2011
CNSNews.com – The head of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) has acknowledged that a U.N. religious tolerance resolution heavily promoted by the Obama administration has the same aims as the Islamic bloc's annual “religious defamation” resolutions, which Western democracies have consistently opposed for more than a decade.

....WITH EVERY STEP OF ISLAM’S INVASION OF AMERICA’S PSYCHE, IT IS EXECUTING A PLAN THAT HAS BEEN SYSTEMATICALLY EXPANDING SINCE THE ‘50’S, THAT WENT INTO ACCELERATION WITH THE MID-‘60’S CIVIL LIBERTIES AND IMMIGRATION REFORM LEGISLATION DESIGNED BY JFK/RFK EXPLICITLY TO ADVANCE A LARGER PLAN FOR A TOTALITARIAN AMERICAN STATE (***) – BUT WHICH PLAN HAS A SURPRISE ENDING – BACKFIRING ON THE ORIGINAL PLAN. (SEE BELOW).

ALLAHMERICAN-MUSLIM And ALLAH-ALLALONG Went To Market, To Buy America Long; ALLAMERICA Went To LOWE’S To Try To Keep Its Home, ALLAHMERICAN-MUSLIM AND ALLAH-ALLALONG Went “WEE WEE WEE” ALLAWAY Back To AMERICA’S WHITE HOUSE, To homestead ALLAMERICA with CAIR, And ALLAMERICA Went “WEE WEE WEE’ ALLAWAY TO A SHELTER Because ALLAHMERICAN-MUSLIM And ALLAH-ALLALONG Had Shorted America And Stolen Its HOME.
(Alexis Ainsworth diary)
"The Muslims will throw off the reins of the foreigners and take possession of their land, overthrowing those rulers that are foreign agents."

'The prophesied redeemer of Islam will have dominion (authority) so numerous that the Mahdi will overcome everyone. People will flee from him as sheep flee from the shepherd. Later, people will begin to look for a purifier. But since they can find none to help them but him, they will begin to run to him." (See chapters below: 'Signs of the Mahdi')

In his own mind:

"OBAMA IS A "dying god," also known as a dying-and-rising or resurrection deity, a god who dies and is resurrected or reborn, in either a literal or symbolic sense. Male examples include the ancient Near Eastern and Greek deities Baal, Melqart, Adonis, Eshmun, Attis Tammuz, Asclepius, Orpheus, as well as Krishna, Ra, Osiris, Jesus, Zalmoxis, Dionysus, and Odin." (Wikipedia)

ON THE SUBJECT OF 'MADNESS':

OBAMA'S SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECY – 'LEADING FROM BEHIND': OBAMA MANIPULATED THE CREATION OF 'THE ARAB SPRING' IN ORDER TO FULFILL HIS 'DREAM' OF BEING A WORLD DICTATOR - USING ISLAM'S PROPHET MOHAMMED'S PRECISE PROTOCOL AS HIS SICK-MIND'S EPISTEMOLOGICAL REFERENCE, AND 'PSYCHIC LEVERAGE' OVER A 2.3 BILLION MUSLIM MILITIA TO PAVE THE WAY – CREATING THE GEO-POLITICAL AND GLOBAL PSYCHO-SOCIAL CHAOS AS PRECISELY PRESCRIBED – COUNTRY BY COUNTRY - BY 'THE EQUALLY INSANE MOHAMMED', PROPELLING HIM INTO POSITION TO 'DESTROY THE FREE WORLD'S PINIONS'.

OBAMA'S SIMULATION OF HIMSELF AS ISLAM'S 12TH AND FINAL 'IMAM' TO RULE THE WORLD – WITH IRAN AT HIS BACK – IS 'ONLY THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG OF OBAMA'S INSANITY'.

“Michelle Obama: Being Married To Barack Is 'Scary'

11-8-2011 Free Republic

"There's a lot of stuff to be afraid of," said. "But if you get over much — you know, this is being married to Barack he's got big plans. He's beyond our comfort dragging along going, doing now? No, not

SARKOZY
NOT 'INSANE BY
DSM-IV
HYPOTHESIS.

WAS RIGHT – BUT HE IS
ANY ORDINARY
TEXTBOOK
HIS INSANITY IS ‘TOTALLY UNIQUE’ IN THE MODERN WORLD

(*) “SARKOZY WARNS OBAMA MAY BE INSANE” EU TIMES 4-11-2010

“A new report circulating in the Kremlin today authored by France’s Directorate-General for External Security and recently “obtained” by the FSB shockingly quotes French President Nicolas Sarkozy as stating that President Barack Obama is “a dangerously aliéné”, which translates into his, Obama, being a “mad lunatic”, or in the American vernacular, “insane”.

According to this report, Sarkozy was “appalled” at Obama’s “vision” of what the World should be under his “guidance” and “amazed” at the American Presidents unwillingness to listen to either “reason” or “logic”. Sarkozy's meeting where these impressions of Obama were formed took place nearly a fortnight ago at the White House in Washington D.C., and upon his leaving he “scolded” Obama and the US for not listening closely enough to what the rest of the World has to say.

Apparently, as this report details, the animosity between Sarkozy and Obama arose out of how best the West can deal with the growing threat posed by rising Islamic fundamentalism.” Both Sarkozy and his European neighbors had previously been supported in their efforts by the United States in forming an alliance to strengthen the integration of Muslim peoples into their societies, and has including France and Belgium moving to ban the wearing of burqa’s.

European fears over their growing Muslim populations appear to be valid as the growing immigration and birth rates of these Islamic peoples are warned is causing the “Eurabiazation” of the Continent and within a few generations will see them become the majority of nearly all of the EU Nations.”

OBAMA’S ’TWELVER’ DOMESTIC POLICY:


QUOTES FROM MOHAMMED’S 7TH C. “PROPHECYS” – VERBATIM FROM THE “HADITH SCIENCE” AND THE QUR’AN:

Sadir al-Sayrafi says: I heard from Imam Abu Abdullah Ja’far al-Sadiq that: Our modest Imam, to whom this occultation belongs [the Mahdi], who is deprived of and denied his rights, WILL MOVE AMONG THEM AND WANDER THROUGH THEIR MARKETS AND WALK WHERE THEY WALK, BUT THEY WILL NOT RECOGNIZE HIM.
Abu Bashir says: I heard Imam Muhammad al-Baqr say: "He said: When the Mahdi appears he will follow in the path of the Messenger of God. Only he [the Mahdi] can explain the works of the Messenger of God.

(Keep in mind that every aspect of Obama’s history and covert ‘fundamental transformations’ of U.S. Domestic and Foreign Policy status’ have operated below the radar of the scrutiny of the public. Recall the Woodward-Gore recent exchange regarding how much the public knows about what went on in the Clinton administration. “Less than 1%”, Al Gore – Obama’s is ‘zero’).

“The face of the Mahdi shall shine upon the surface of the Moon.”

“When matters are entrusted to the Mahdi, Almighty Allah will raise the lowest part of the world for him, and lower the highest places. So much that he will see the whole world as if in the palm of his hand” (Obama’s foreign and domestic policies)

“In the time of the Mahdi, a Muslim in the East will be able to see his Muslim brother in the West, and he in the West will see him in the East.” (“They’re coming to America!”)

“The Mahdi will be of my stock, and will have a broad forehead, a prominent nose. He will fill the earth with equity and justice as it was filled with oppression and tyranny, and he will rule for seven years” “Obama battles baby he says liked his ’big nose’..."

Then we have the politically edited translation of Mohammed’s words mixed in with the translations of classically recognized translations of the Qur’an and Hadiths. These are the modern propaganda translations of a ‘contemporary Iranian Salafi Shi’i Twelver - Moojan Momen’s account of the Qur’an and Hadiths, tailoring the “authentically reported signs that presage the advent of the Mahdi in Shia Islam” to suit the post-Shah era of Iran’s radicalism and the self-fulfilling prophecy of its current ‘Team Iran-Obama’ U.S. Foreign and Domestic Agenda – to tailor social trends promoted by Liberalism for the past 50+ years to be made to follow-suit this interpretation of Mohammed’s prophecies - as follows: (‘Think’ Obama’s legislative agendas’ as you read Moojan Momen’s ‘1987 contemporary’ rendition of Mohammed’s prophecies designed for a self-fulfilling Iranian prophecy of End Times – before Iran got very lucky, and found a Madman Wanna-be Mahdi in America’s White House who saw the makings of a marriage made in Dante’s IX Circle of Hell. The following is a direct quote informing the world of Islam’s Signs of the Mahdi’s Return’ – transliterated by the Iranian Salafist Moojean in 1987.

• The time of the reappearance of the 12th Imam will be when people will be able to travel great distances by flight.
• Homes will have mirror like screens that will show moving images of people and places near and far.
• Music will emanate from the pockets in peoples clothing.
• People will hold devices on the glass surface of which they will be able to see and talk to people far away.
• People will compete with each other in building extremely tall towers that will surpass the height of some clouds.
• **It will become common for men to turn in lust towards men and women to turn in lust towards women as such people will greatly increase in number. People will fear to speak out against this as moral values will become so perverted that most of what is considered right will be considered wrong and similarly that which is considered wrong will be considered right.**
• Men will marry men and celebrate it like a marriage and similarly women will also publicly celebrate their marriage to the same sex.
• It will be such an accursed time when some men will be able to change their gender and become women, horrifying their family. Similarly women will be able to change their gender.
• Promiscuity will increase greatly and women will wear clothes that reveal their nakedness rather than hide it.

Whatever works – for the Iranian Salafist Fundamentalist agenda – Allah be damned; world dictatorship under Sharia Law is the goal.

“An introduction to Shi’i Islam - the history and doctrines of Twelver Shi’ism” - Yale University Press, Sep 10, 1987

“This book is a general introduction to Shi'i Islam-specifically to Twelver Shi'ism, to which the majority of Shi'is belong today. It deals with the history and development of this important religion, giving an account of Shi'i doctrines and focusing in particular on those areas in which it differs from Sunni Islam.” - Google eBooks

The vast majority of people who profess to be Muslim will be so only in name despite their practice of Islamic rites and it will be they who make war with the Mahdi.

(Note: Keep in mind: “Every prime source regarding Muhammad's life (the Qur'an, Sira or Biography of the Prophet, Ta'rīkh or History of the Prophet, and Hadith or Oral Report from the Prophet) confirm that Allah's lone spokesperson wasn't a prophet but was a terrorist - having issued no predictions that came true but having led 75 terrorist raids for booty and political power in the first 10 years of the Islamic Era. In the 33rd surah, the Qur'an tells Muslims to follow Muhammad's example. In the 8th and 9th surahs, Allah says that those who do, and become jihadists killing non-Muslims in his cause, are the best Muslims. So the rationale here isn't complex, or even subject to interpretation. According to Muhammad, Allah, the Qur'an, the Sira, Ta'rīkh, and Hadith, all good Muslims are terrorists.) Paraphrased from “Prophet of Doom”

NOTE:

THE PROTOCOLS OF THE MAHDI'S RETURN, HAVE IN SOME INSTANCES OF THE HADITH’S ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS BEEN ‘SCRUBBED’ TO DISGUISE THE VIOLENCE OF THE RADICAL MUSLIM’S AGENDA TO ACHIEVE A ONE-WORLD DICTATORSHIP.
IT IS THIS ‘RED CARPET’ PSYCHO-DRAMA IN THE MINDS OF THE ENTIRE MUSLIM WORLD (INCULCATED FROM INFANCY) THAT BARACK OBAMA HAS CALCULATED TO ‘TAP INTO’ TO USE AS HIS ESCORT TO WORLD POWER

WHITE HOUSE COVER-UP: ISLAM’S BLACK STANDARD FLAG CLOAKING U.S. FOREIGN & DOMESTIC POLICY

Veni, Vidi, Vixi’s 21st C. version of Rodin’s “Thinker”: “FIGURE OF AN OBAMA VOTER TRYING TO LOCATE ITS HEAD AND COUNT TO 12 - AT THE SAME TIME’

********************
SYNOPSIS, U.S. HISTORY: BACK TO THE FUTURE LEADING FROM BEHIND

“Behold, the Imam (Caliph) is but a shield from behind whom the people fight and by whom they defend themselves.” MOHAMMED, Hadith from Musnad Ahmad ibn Hanbal”


WHAT IS THE ‘COMMON DENOMINATOR’ OF THE FOLLOWING – AND IN WHAT SEQUENCE OF THEIR OCCURRENCE IS FOUND A RELIGIOUS COMMON-DENOMINATOR LINKING THEM TO A COMMON-DENOMINATOR OF GLOBAL-DESPOTISM DEFINING THEIR COMMON-ORIGIN?

* Islam’s Prophet Mohammed’s Qur’an And ‘Hadith Science’,
* Obama’s (U.S.)Foreign And Domestic Policies,
* Mohammed’s Prophesied Signs Of The Beginning Of ‘Islam’s World Rulership Under “Iman Al-Mahdi”, Islam’s ‘Twelfth’ and Final Caliph - The “Twelver” Salafist Muslim Fundamentalist ‘End Time’ Doctrine,
* Obama’s ‘Arab Spring’ Purging Of Middle-East Leaders Who Had Maintained A Workable Geo-Political Operating Template With The U.S. – Replaced By Radical Islamic Terrorist Regimes Aligned Against The U.S. And Israel
* Obama’s Premature Departure Of U.S. Troops From Iraq,
* Obama’s Negotiations With The Taliban,
* Obama’s Telescoped Departure Date From Afghanistan
* Iran’s ‘Unchallenged’ Nuclear Development Threat,
* Obama’s Timing Of U.S. Attempt To Overthrow Syria
* Islam’s Predicted ‘Sign’s Of The Mahdi’s Return’ To Rule The World – A One-Man World Rulership
* Islam’s Eschatological ‘Day Of Judgment’,
* America’s 2012 Elections
* Obama’s Timing of New ‘Jesus Would’ Scam,
* Obama’s Support of World-Wide Muslim Aggression
* Obama’s Double-Dealing Israel Policies
* Obama’s Declaration Of Constitutional-War On Mainstream Christian Community – Using Jesus To ‘Lead From Behind’
* Obama’s Occupy Wall St. Insurrection
* Buffett’s Interference with U.S. and World Economy / Financing Obama
* 1% Of ‘The 1%’ / Buffett, Gates, Dimon, Soros, et al Financing of Obama’s Election
* Gustav Krupp / Friedrich Krupp AG / German Multi-National AGs / Financing Hitler’s Election, Progress Of Nazi Totalitarianism
* October 1917 – Lenin/Stalin Revolution

ANSWERS:

* Sequence Of Events: Obama’s ‘Arab Spring’ Parallels Sequence Of Events Of Mohammed’s “Signs Of The Return Of The Mahdi”, Islam’s World Ruler During Final “7, 9, Or 19 Years” Before Allah’s ‘Final Day Of Judgment On The World’


* Common Denominator Between U.S. (Obama’s) Foreign And Domestic Policies, And Islam’s Foreign And Domestic Political Agenda: Obama

* Common Denominator Between Islam’s World Rule, Obama’s World Rule, And Global Despotism: Religious Persecution Of Christians: Obama

Common Denominator Between Religious Persecution, Global Despotism, Islam’s World Rule, Obama’s World Rule, Obama’s Arab Spring, Obama’s Double-Dealing Israel, Obama’s ‘Chess Game’ Protecting Iran’s Nuclear Program, Obama’s Occupy/Class-Warfare Movement, Buffett’s Economic Sabotage Of U.S. Economy May 2008 To Assure Obama Election, Buffett’s Interference In World Economy 2011-12 Disguised As ‘The Buffett Rule’, 2012 Election Results, ‘1% Of 1%’S Multi-National American-Based Firms Financing Obama’s Election; Buffett, Gates, Soros, Financing Of Obama Regime’s Progress Of Totalitarianism, Gustav Krupp And German Multi-National Firms Financing Of Hitler’s Progress Of Totalitarianism, October 1917 Revolution – Lenin/Stalin:

OBAMA, HITLER, STALIN, LENIN

Common Origin Of All Of The Above:

‘DREAMS OF MY WORLD DICTATORSHIP’

Q – 1: WHAT IS THE ‘ARAB SPRING PROTO-TYPE?’
A: Hitler’s “Operation Hummingbird” – Röhm-Putsch, Nazi purge of political allies, June 30 and July 2, 1934, when the Nazi regime carried out a series of political murders The Night of the Long Knives (German: Nacht der langen Messer)

Q -2: WHAT IS THE ‘OCCUPY MOVEMENT’ PROTO-TYPE?
A: LENIN-STALIN’S ‘OCTOBER 1917 WORKER’S REVOLUTION’

Q: WHAT WAS THE RESULT OF ITEMS 1 AND 2 ?:
A: FOOD SHORTAGES, JOBLESSNESS, DEATH, MASS GENOCIDE OF MILLIONS - PURGING OF EXISTING DISPOSABLE PEASANT UNDERCLASS, POPULATION RE-ENGINEERING OF WORLD DOMAINS, WORLD REVOLUTION, EVOLUTION OF GREATER SOCIO-POLITICAL SLAVE-CLASS: ISLAM / MUSLIM IMMIGRATION

SEE CHAPTERS BELOW: (Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary Entries 2009-2010)

“SUMMARY OF OBAMA’S WWIII ‘LEAD FROM BEHIND’ STRATEGY: POPULATION RE-ENGINEERING” AMERICA’S 1ST GENETICALLY-ENGINEERED ‘HOMO-ISLAMIC-IN VITRO’ (HUMAN) DRONE (“HIV”) Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary Summer/Fall 2009/Alexis Ainsworth

OCTOBERS TO REMEMBER
“All the choices we’ve made have been the right ones”
October 19, 2011

1917 ‘October Revolution’ USSR Established

FLAWLESS

1917 ‘October Revolution’ USSR

1939 “Hitler Care”

Octobers 1939

T4 Program 275,000
elderly euthanized

T4 Program 275,000
elderly euthanized

“An Unprecedented 26 Million Americans Are Now Underemployed”

OBAMA’S RISE TO POWER IS ‘NOT’ A FUNCTION OF THE U.S. CONSTITUTION AT WORK MIRACULOUSLY DEMONSTRATING A NEWLY MATURED SOCIOALLY EVOLVED AMERICAN CONSCIOUSNESS THAT, AT LONG LAST, HAS ACHIEVED SUFFICIENT ENLIGHTENMENT TO HAVE ELECTED A NEGRO PRESIDENT!
NOTHING COULD BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH!

NEVER HAS THERE BEEN A POLITICAL PROPAGANDA HYPE TO COMPARE TO THIS!


JEFFERSON WAS DEAD WRONG! ALL MEN ARE ‘NOT CREATED EQUAL’

DEAR GOD!! THE GREAT ERA OF THE ‘AQUARIAN AGE’ HAS BEEN NOTHING MORE THAN A ‘SKIP, HOP, AND A JUMP’ FROM EMPEDOCLES AND HERACLEITUS TO CREATURES SUCH AS AL SHARPTON, JESSE JACKSON AND BARACK OBAMA!!?? I DO NOT THINK SO. RATHER, THIS ‘AGE’ IS EVIDENCE OF A ‘SKIP, HOP, AND JUMP’ BACK TO THE INTELLIGENCE LEVELS OF PRE-PALEOLOGICAL MAMMOTHS.

APRIL 2010 JOURNAL ENTRY CONTINUED;

Obama will have the U.S. in a paradoxical ‘noose’ of ‘threat of war from Iran’s nuclear capability.

Go to PREFACE PART II)